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Company: Halokerja

Location: Brisbane

Category: other-general

Are you passionate about data integration , and helping companies develop a robust and

scalable API architecture to ensure data (the lifeblood of any modern business!) is properly

flowing across their various systems? 

Are you driven to participate in challenging IT projects, and keen to quickly gain

responsibilities and develop your career? 

Within VISEO we are looking for a Junior MuleSoft Developer to work with our clients and

contribute to the development of our Salesforce & MuleSoft practice. We are Positive

Digital Makers and have been a Premium Salesforce partner in France and Asia Pacific Region for

many years. 

VISEO is positioned as a pure Salesforce player with its proven multi-cloud expertise which

extends to MuleSoft. 

Our Salesforce teams are placed in Singapore, Surabaya Indonesia , Australia and

Philippines. 

Do you want to be part of this dynamic and growing team? Your missions: In the context of

omni-channel and CRM projects, you join a project team, in which you will have the

following mission: 

Participate in the collection of technical and functional needs with the architect, Learn to

design solution on MuleSoft from your mentor, Develop new flows / APIs , maintain and

evolve existing flows / APIs, Actively contribute to the maintenance and improvement

of the MuleSoft platform, Analyze and resolve production incidents Apply MuleSoft best

practices Write technical and operating documentation. Skills & Experience : Bachelor's
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Degree or equivalent experience required. 1 to 3+ years of working experience in Java

programming. Background and familiarity in End-to-End Software Development. Good

understanding of Synchronous / Asynchronous communication patterns and problem-solving

abilities with respect to Message Sequencing, Correlation and Queuing. Seeks and engages in

continued learning of Agile practices and principles, ensuring that development technologies

and best practices methodologies are adopted and applied by all team members.

Demonstrates an understanding of software patterns, software modelling, secure programming

principles, test-driven development or another unit testing methodology, and code standards

compliance. Adept at producing fully responsive applications within a multitude of

environments using modern up-to-date techniques, whilst still being able to support

legacy systems and platforms. Ability to work with business and technology stakeholders to

translate business problems into technical designs within an Agile environment. 

Good to Have : 

Experience in the IT Consulting industry. Knowledge of on-Premise Platform integration

(e.g. Informatica, Talend , TIBCO) MuleSoft Certified Developer – Level 1 (Mule 4)

MuleSoft Certified Developer – Integration and API Associate (Mule 3) Working

knowledge of MuleSoft, SaaS technology, and SaaS business integrations and maintenance

within complex international organizations. Basic and good experience in Mule

administration, Configuration and tuning. Ability to identify, analyze and develop interfaces

and integration flows using Mule ESB Anypoint platform including Mule Runtime,

Connectors, Design Center and API Management. Experienced in Salesforce Connectors and

API. 

What does it mean to be a part of our MuleSoft family? 

You will be part of the VISEO Salesforce Community: the proximity and human size of our

organization will allow you to make your initiatives visible and easily discuss your projects.

At the same time, the dynamism of the company and its perpetual growth will increase your

opportunities for development. 

You will benefit from close management by your mentor throughout your career at VISEO:

Your mentor, an experienced consultant in your practice, will come regularly to discuss

with you the challenges of your mission, take stock of your achievements every semester

and discuss your future ambitions and the means to achieve them. 

You will have multiple means to improve your skills and discover new fields: training,

certifications, Brown Bag Lunches, workshops, meet-ups, meeting with experts, technical



seminars ... 

# VISEO SPIRIT : An e-learning learning program: Join our 

Multi culture environment : Learn, engage and collaborate from teams coming from different

places. 

Support for well-being: Buddy and mentorship Program 

Become a #PositiveDigitalMaker! 
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